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White paper

We incentivize contribution
by generating financial yield
for users and conservation
efforts.
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INTRODUCTION
Black Bear Finance is a wildlife conservation
effort supported by a tokenized rewardbased economy using blockchain
technology. The company’s purpose is
to incentivize and mobilize philanthropic
contributions through applications
integrated with decentralized finance.
Decentralized finance (Defi) offers financial
products and services built without relying
on the traditional monetary pathways
and utilizes cryptography and blockchain
technology. Blockchains are best known for
their crucial role in cryptocurrency systems
as seen in Bitcoin for maintaining a secure
and decentralized record of transactions.
DeFi and blockchain technology are
supported by smart contracts. Smart
contracts are permissionless transfers of
funds, which are faster than traditional
payment rails, and inclusive to global users
in which financial independence can be
accessed. At Back Bear Finance, we see DeFi
as a peer-to-peer system built by smart
contracts that can redefine how economic
activity and philanthropy can coexist.

This document will outline the problems
that need to be addressed, the solutions
we have for these problems, and the use
case for adopting a token that provides
utility and functionality for the overall
project. Lastly, we will outline why long-term
sustainability creates effective changes for
conservation efforts.
The inspiration for the company’s name is
based on a small rural subdivision where
the founder lived in Alberta, Canada.
Black Bear Ridge inspired the founders
to acknowledge that preserving habitats
and wildlife is a duty and responsibility
necessary for our future generations to
flourish. It is a place in which wildlife and
human activity can co-exist. We were
fortunate enough to see grazing and
migration patterns of moose, deer, bears,
and other animals indigenous to that
region. Through the advancements and
applications of blockchain technology,
we can effectively scale, incentivize, and
connect the entire globe to informative
action. At Black Bear Finance we offer
solutions and the tokenomics to create a
rewards-based platform that can support
conservation efforts on a large scale.

MISSION

VISION

Black Bear Finance is committed
to incentivizing global action
towards conservation. Every
person can become an influential
participant in creating a
sustainable, regenerative earth.

Utilizing DeFi and Blockchain
technology as a revolutionary
approach to incentivize
contribution that generates
financial yield for the users and
conservation efforts alike.

www.blackbearfinance.ca
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1.1 CONSERVATION ORGANIZATIONS, AND
CRYPTO CHARITY MOTIVATED PROJECTS
This section will outline the current difficulties and issues that have been observed in
Conservation Organizations and Crypto-Backed Charity Projects.

Conservation organization means a nonprofit chartered institution,
corporation, foundation, or association founded for the purpose of
promoting wildlife conservation.
1.1.1 CONSERVATION ORGANIZATION
CHALLENGES

no leeway to decide how they use the
funds to conserve the environment or
wildlife. Some conditions attached may
be too stringent that it negatively affects
the activities of the nonprofits. With the
terms and conditions attached to the
funding, the nonprofits may be forced to
change their main goals.

Nonprofits that are trying to change the
way that things are being done in the
conservation landscape face some crucial
issues that impede the success of their
activities.

•

UNCERTAIN FUNDING
Nonprofits success or failure is
entirely dependent on stable funding.
Conservation nonprofits primary drivers
for funds include; creating awareness,
partnering with other leaders in the
space to ensure that changes are
being made, lobbying the government
to create regulations to protect the
environment and wildlife. With the
absence of stable funding, attaining
the aforementioned issues can be a
Herculean task.

•

UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS FROM
FUNDERS
Funding bodies tend to have unrealistic
expectations or instructions attached to
the funds that they give nonprofits. As
a result, nonprofits tend to have little or
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•

COMMUNITY NEEDS
Nonprofits walk a perpetual line
with both meeting the needs of the
community, having their goals align,
and not compromising the nonprofits
mandate where the needs of the
community differ from the nonprofits.

•

COMPLEX HUMAN RESOURCES ISSUES
Nonprofits have to manage the
complexity of human resources and the
issues that come with them. Managing
employees is an intricate process that
needs to be handled delicately to
avoid affecting the operations of the
organization. They also have to create
strategies to ensure that staff retention
rate is high. Different regions have
varying expectations for organizations
including nonprofits concerning the
training of their staff members.

www.blackbearfinance.ca

•

COMPETITION FOR LIMITED FUNDS

•

Nonprofits organizations have access to
limited funding.

Nonprofits have to adopt the latest
technology to function effectively. The
tools that worked a few years ago may
now be obsolete. Acquiring the latest
technology and maintenance of such
becomes a difficult task because of the
absence of necessary funds.

It is common to see conservation
nonprofits vying for the same funding
and the consistent search for funding
limits the nonprofits actionable goals.
•

PRESSURE TO MERGE AGENCIES
Nonprofits face the pressure to merge
with other agencies in similar fields, due
to access to a more professional and
successful funding program(s) and
human resource capacity. Merging may
come with perks but some of the effects
may not be palatable. For instance,
the organizational culture in multiple
nonprofits may differ, and merging may
lead to friction which negatively affects
the non-profit’s operations. The pressure
to merge may come with some benefits
but the drawbacks may outweigh the
advantages.

•

EXPECTATION TO CREATE AND OPERATE
INNOVATIVE SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

A GROWING NEED TO USE TECHNOLOGY
WITHOUT CORRESPONDING FUNDS
TO SUPPORT THE PURCHASE OF THE
REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY

•

SOCIAL AWARENESS ATTENTION SPAN IS
“CAUSE DU JOUR”
Impactful charitable donations are
driven by long-term stable funding. The
attention span of the public is quite
short, as their interest quickly changes
to something new. Nonprofits have to
deal with fading interest of the public, as
people are interested in only the “cause
of the day”. For change to be made by
nonprofits, especially those involved in
conservation efforts, it has to be longterm. They have to access long-term
stable funding which can affect the
necessary changes.

Nonprofits have to deal with different
types of pressure. Contemporary
nonprofits face a greater amount
of pressure than traditional firms.
As a conservation nonprofit, there is
the expectation from the proposed
audience that they create and operate
innovative social enterprises. Creating
this may not be easy since they have to
deal with limited funding and technical
know-how. When they are unable to
do this, they end up facing criticism
and negative press which reduces their
chances of attracting funding and
technical know-how. The cycle repeats
itself.

www.blackbearfinance.ca
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•

TRANSPARENCY ISSUES IN TERMS OF
ALLOCATION OF CHARITABLE FUNDS

•

In the aspect of wildlife conservation,
there are a number of organizations
that are improving the conditions
and working tirelessly to achieve their
mission. However, some organizations
are set up expressly to misappropriate
funds. These fraudulent organizations
spoil the good name and activities of
those genuine nonprofits that want to
make a change.

The public has increased their calls
for charitable organizations to be
transparent in their collection and
allocation of funds. The increasing
attention from the public and
government entities is beneficial as it
dissuades fraudulent activity, however
these compliancy issues still drain
resources from the nonprofits mission.
•

AWARENESS AND EDUCATION
CONCERNING ISSUES OF WILDLIFE:

•

•

DIFFICULTY DONATING TO CHARITY
Some people may want to improve
wildlife conservation but are unable
to donate to charity organizations for
various reasons. For instance, they may
be unaware of existing nonprofits in
their area. In other cases, the payment
channel accepted by the nonprofit may
be restrictive to potential donors.

8

DETECTING LEGITIMATE ORGANIZATIONS
It can be difficult to detect those
organizations that are legitimate and
have attained success in conserving the
environment. Fraudulent nonprofits with
superior marketing can overshadow
genuine organizations devoted to
effecting change and are worthy of
funding.

CONSERVATION CAN BE DROWNED
OUT BY COMPETITIVE MARKET
ADVERTISEMENTS WITH SIGNIFICANT
FUNDING
Some companies benefit from the
depletion of wildlife, especially the
fashion industry. Competitors that
realize that the promotion of wildlife
conservation activities may not favour
them may spend a great deal of their
funding on advertising the perks of
their products while drowning out the
awareness programs that are being
organized by wildlife conservation
nonprofits. In most cases, nonprofits
are unable to match the advertisement
budgets of large contending
companies.

ORGANIZATIONS CAN BE FRAUDULENT

•

DISCONTINUATION OF GOVERNMENTBACKED FUNDING
Government-backed funding can
be vulnerable to discontinuation due
to political changes in the region.
As a result of limited sources of
funding, nonprofits may be forced to
compromise their mission statement to
comply with the government’s funding
criterion.

•

PRESSURE FROM INDUSTRIES
Industrialization has a large impact
for wildlife conservation. As industrial
growth expands it inherently acquires
land and resources that endangers
wildlife and their habitat. Mining, forestry,
expanding food production and realestate developments all have a severe
influence on conservation.

www.blackbearfinance.ca

1.1.2 CRYPTO-BACKED CHARITY
PROJECTS CHALLENGES

•

Crypto charity projects do not incentivize
the holder enough for it to sustain the
ecosystem. The classic “pump and
dump” scenario ends up destroying the
project and its credibility.

Crypto-backed charity projects are afflicted
with issues that reduce the effects of what
they want to achieve. Below are some
common issues that crypto-backed charity
projects face.
•

There have been occurrences of
founders promoting their project via
charity donation only to embezzle the
funds of the investors once launched.
With the way the crypto space is
structured, and with decentralized
finance it can allow founders to simply
disappear from the public with the funds
of donors or investors.
•

Many of the crypto-backed charity
projects do not have use cases or utility
for the holders of their native tokens.
Most times, the only way the token can
be used is by swapping it on exchanges.
When this occurs, there is a greater
chance that the token will never be a
viable investment for new holders.

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY
Crypto charity-backed projects can
lack transparency and in some cases
are fraudulent with false promises.
Transparency is an element that every
charity project should possess.

LACK OF INCENTIVES

•

ABSENCE OF LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS
Charity projects do not create long-term
solutions or fund conservation efforts.
Many of these projects are merely
scratching the surface and do not offer
long-term means of conserving wildlife
or reducing its exploitation.

FAILURE IN DEVELOPMENT
When projects launch, they release a
road map with claims of plans to offer
some features. The road map is meant
to guide the development process. With
the funds raised during an Initial Coin
Offering, Initial Exchange Offering, or
Initial DEX Offering, they are expected to
implement their development plan, but
that is not always the case.
Many projects seem to fail in the
development and sustainability of their
intentions. Upon launch, their token
loses its value, and overall, the funding
of the charitable organizations begins
to dry up. In the end, little or nothing is
achieved, and the value of the tokens
becomes worthless.

www.blackbearfinance.ca
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•

COMPLEXITY OF THE CRYPTO WORLD
Most people have issues working with
digital assets. Crypto applications are
not readily accessible nor entirely safe to
transfer funds. In certain cases, people
can lose their funds to common errors.
Many crypto applications and websites
can be far too complex for the average
user. This is not surprising because of the
inaccessible user interface that many
crypto platforms incorporate in their
websites and applications.

•

•

SECURITY CHALLENGES
Security issues based on poor smart
contracts, bugs, price feeds, and
fraudulent team members can cause
the destruction of a project. History is
littered with evidence of some crypto
platforms being compromised. Hackers
are always on the prowl looking for
bugs and vulnerabilities in the smart
contract to drain funds from the project.
Sometimes, the attack may come from
the founding team members.

ABSENCE OF INTRINSIC VALUE
PROPOSITION
There is no intrinsic value proposition.
Many projects utilize a token that does
not offer benefits to the holder. It then
becomes more of a gambling play
dominated by volatile trading that
can cause financial disparity for most
investors.

10
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BLACK BEAR FINANCE:
OUR SOLUTIONS
Before Black Bear Finance was conceptualized, the team underwent a thorough analysis of
the market, especially the issues that existing platforms faced, and came up with innovative
solutions. As part of our activity to conserve the environment and wildlife, Black Bear Finance
brought up the following solutions.
•

INCENTIVIZATION OF USERS

•

Our team will build an easy-to-use
platform that can incentivize users to
contribute directly and indirectly to a
long-term sustainable effort towards
conservation efforts. This will convince
both those with an interest in conserving
the environment and those that had no
idea of this practice.
We understand that people need to
access incentives to be interested in a
long-term cause. To this end, different
beneficial features will be incorporated
into our platform. Wildlife conservation
is a multi-generational challenge, and
to keep people interested, there are
incredible features that are available for
community members.
•

FUNDING EXISTING NONPROFITS
Black Bear Finance is creating a
sustainable platform that will focus on
creating funding strategies for existing
conservation nonprofits.
We can effectively support organizations
that would normally struggle or fail due
to funds becoming scarce. As previously
stated, case studies have confirmed
that conservation organizations can
have all their impacts completely
erased if the project ends up losing its
funding.

www.blackbearfinance.ca

PROTECTING LAND AND ENDANGERED
SPECIES
Our platform would provide sufficient
funding to protect land and endangered
species. Industries have the funding to
lobby the government to allow them
to destroy land and wildlife. Black
Bear Finance will provide the funding
to nonprofits to help them compete
against those companies that are
interested in depleting endangered
species and land resources.

•

SOLVING FRAUD WITH BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY
Some conservation organizations
can have bad actors that create
fraudulent advertisements or theft of
funds. For this reason, our team will use
blockchain technology as an opensourced distributed ledger that provides
everyone access and can eliminate
criminal behaviour. This can also serve
as a gateway to see how well funds are
managed. Transparency is an important
element in the functionality of Black Bear
Finance.

11

•

FULL TRANSPARENCY AND PREMIUM
SECURITY FEATURES
Black Bear Finance intends to deliver
transparency by having multiple security
audits and reports that show the
community where funds are going. The
security audits will be done to ensure
that the security architecture of the
platform is in good shape at all times. As
a way of safeguarding funds, Black Bear
Finance will ensure that only the top
security solutions will be incorporated.
Changes will be made regularly to outfit
our ecosystem with the latest security
features.
We will also provide monthly blogs on
the charities we support and have a
section dedicated to animal adoption.

•

VETTED TEAM
Black Bear Finance has a fully vetted
team. We have seen the implications
and fraudulent behaviours of
anonymous teams stealing funds.

12

To ensure that our activities are not
compromised, only those that have
undergone thorough background
checks will be allowed into the team.
Professionals with knowledge and
pedigree in the space make up the
team members. Our priority is to let the
users know the team and provide a
service that all can trust. The identity of
the team members is always available
to the public.
•

LEGALLY REGISTERED
The plans of Black Bear Finance are
crucial in the conservation of wildlife
and the crypto space, meaning that
it is important that we are properly
registered and follow the regulations. We
have incorporated in Alberta, Canada,
under Black Bear DeFi Inc. this adds yet
another layer of legitimization in the
crypto industry. Regularly, Black Bear
Finance will liaise with the regulators and
government to ensure that we are in full
compliance of all laws and regulations.

www.blackbearfinance.ca

2.1 MONETIZATION ELEMENTS
Donations and contributions to conservation or charitable foundations should not be a
burden or a sacrifice. Black Bear Finance is implementing structures to make it seamless for
people to contribute or donate to charitable causes. Our project can financially monetize
indirect and direct contributions.

2.1.1 INDIRECT CONTRIBUTION
Our architecture is designed to create
a system where people can support
charitable causes indirectly. There are
different ways that this can be achieved
and they will be discussed below.
•

CRYPTO STAKING AND TRADING

2.1.2 DIRECT CONTRIBUTION
Black Bear Finance has also created
features for those that want to contribute
directly. They can access a myriad of
options which are highlighted below
•

One of the methods of actively
contributing is by becoming a member
of the Black Bear Finance community.
Community members can share
organizations that we support, donate
via crypto or fiat, and purchase
merchandise. The majority of the
proceeds from the sales of merchandise
go to funding non-profit organizations.

The participation of our ecosystem
can indirectly support charitable
causes. Users are able to stake, trade,
or yield farm their $Bear tokens, the
mechanisms in place allow Black Bear
Finance to utilize these profit-generating
protocols to help fund the charity arm of
the company.
•

PARTICIPATING IN GAMEPLAY, NFTS,
AND MORE
Black Bear Finance is creating a haven
where people can enjoy intriguing
gameplay, spend crypto, trade NFTs
and participate in DeFi protocols. When
a user engages within the network, a
portion of the rewards will be allocated
to a charity wallet. This way, people are
donating while earning and having a
good time.

BECOME A COMMUNITY MEMBER

•

VETTING OF CONSERVATION
ORGANIZATIONS
Our team, utilizing critical decision
processes (process publicized), will
be responsible for vetting successful
conservation organizations that provide
tangible benefits to the cause they
are working towards. To ensure that
the funds earmarked will be utilized
for solely its purpose, only those
organizations that have successfully
achieved set milestones will be vetted.
Community input will be integrated into
our selection process, allowing for real
interaction that can raise awareness
of top-tier conservation efforts. As
a community-centric organization,
members will be allowed to participate
in the decision-making process, thereby
building a decentralized governance
system.

www.blackbearfinance.ca
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•

FORMING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

This will permit us to reach an
international audience through
decentralized applications, allowing
funding, trading, and donating to be
implemented.

Partnerships and sponsorships can build
trust for the community and provide
funding on a long-term sustainable
level. Black Bear Finance will enter into
strategic partnerships that will benefit
our mission and community members.
Future announcements will be made
concerning new collaborations regularly.
•

RESULT-ORIENTED MARKETING
Black Bear Finance believes in the
importance of results because they
speak louder than mere promises. A
great deal of marketing strategies will be
result-oriented, showing the community
what their personal and collective
contributions have made possible. For
example, we will show our community
and target demographic that if they
participate in our play-to-earn crypto
game for “x” amount of hours, they will
have effectively paid for the adoption
contribution of a tiger.

•

PROOF OF ADOPTION NFT PLATFORM
Black Bear Finance will integrate an NFT
marketplace that supports charities and
organizations in new ways. The user can
trade and/or collect NFTs and the fees
plus the original cost will go directly to
the organizations that partner with our
team.

14

Another utility of the NFTs is that they
will be digital assets in our play-toearn game, which players will use in
navigating through the terrain of the
game. These Non-Fungible Tokens will
be traded in our internal and third-party
NFT Marketplaces.
•

INCENTIVIZING
As a way of directly contributing to
charitable causes, we are creating
a rewards-based yield generating
economy that incentivizes those
that contribute both directly and
indirectly. Through our set-up Funds,
we will continue to support charitable
organizations and reward those who
have already contributed to those
organizations.

•

STAKING ELEMENT
The staking element will be incorporated
into our architecture, allowing the
Charity Treasury to generate yield
through our staking integration.
This will be used to sponsor specific
organizations that need long-term
funding to achieve their goals and attain
milestones.

www.blackbearfinance.ca
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BLACK BEAR FINANCE’S
NATIVE TOKEN
The BEAR token is a rewards-based utility token that powers the Black Bear Finance
ecosystem.
The token will be a foundation that benefits all members of the community, and develops
the entire ecosystem. The development will focus on creating more utility, awareness, and
partnerships that create a real-world impact. The blockchain on which we will launch our
token is the Polygon network.

Polygon is a decentralized Ethereum scaling platform that
enables developers to build scalable user-friendly dApps with low
transaction fees without ever sacrificing on security.

3.1 BEAR TOKEN UTILITY
Black Bear Finance Native Token will act as the key to enjoying the features that our
ecosystem offers. It is more than a cryptocurrency designed for solely exchanging purposes,
as it offers the following features.
•

As a Proof of Stake network, Black Bear
Finance will reward those that stake or
lock their tokens for a period, as a way
of adding an extra layer of security
and improving the validation process.
Validators or community members
that run nodes will also be beneficiaries
–taking and locking tokens for higher
rewards.
•

terrain. As a part of the gaming platform,
users will also be rewarded with native
tokens and in-game assets. Those that
want to sell their NFTs can exchange
them for Bear Token in our in-house NFT
marketplace. Transaction fees for using
this marketplace will also be charged
via the Bear Token. There are a lot of use
cases of the native token in Black Bear
Finance’s Play-to-Earn ecosystem.

STAKING

PAYMENTS IN THE PLAY TO EARN
GAMING ECONOMY
Bear Token will actively be used in the
Play-to-Earn gaming economy available
in our ecosystem. People will use the
token to buy in-game assets or NFTs
that are needed to navigate through the

www.blackbearfinance.ca

•

MERCHANDISE FOR A DISCOUNT
Another use case of the Bear Token is in
discounting the value of merchandise
available on Black Bear Finance. Holders
of the native token will access discounts
for any merchandise, meaning that they
will not be expected to pay full price.

15

•

PAYMENT INTEGRATIONS WITH OTHER
COMPANIES VIA PARTNERSHIPS
As a token with utility, the demand for
our Bear Token is on the rise, meaning
that companies will see the need
to incorporate the token into their
architecture. We will enter into strategic
partnerships with companies in different
industries to promote the adoption of
Bear Token in their payment structure.
This means that in the future, our native
token will be used in purchasing items in
both brick and mortar stores, as well as
online shops. It will become one of the
popular cryptocurrencies used in daily
activities as of exchanging value.

•

PARTICIPATE IN DEFI YIELD FARMING
Black Bear Finance is a hub of innovative
decentralized finance and NFT features
that are changing the way things are
being done and devoted to saving
wildlife. In this platform, people will
be allowed to participate in DeFi
yield farming activities and earn
passive rewards. Bear Token will be an
instrumental aspect of this activity, as
people will be rewarded with it.

•

PERCENTAGE OF SALE CONTRIBUTES TO
CHARITY WALLET
As a charity-related organization,
Black Bear Finance has always been
interested in donating to charitable
causes, especially the preservation
of wildlife and endangered lands. A
percentage of the sales that occur on
the platform is instantly contributed to
the charity wallet. The contribution will
be made via Bear Token.

16

•

NFT MARKETPLACE PAYMENTS
Community members will use our inhouse NFT Marketplace to exchange
different Non-Fungible Tokens, especially
the in-game assets. Every transaction
that is done on this platform will be done
via the Bear Token. Transaction fees will
also be serviced via this token.
Contribution to wildlife conservation
should not be a barrier for any person.
There are multiple ways to contribute
while also being rewarded.
We can orchestrate a decentralized
economy in which all can benefit. The
number one priority is the holder. They
are the ones supporting the contribution,
so they deserve to receive the greatest
benefit. This can accommodate
charitable donations for many years
to come. If the token does not provide
value, the conservation efforts won’t
receive as much financial support. We
intend on facilitating a digital economy
that can sustain conservation for years
to come.

3.2 BEAR TOKEN
INFORMATION
Token Name: Black Bear Token
Token Ticker: BEAR
Issuing Entity: Black Bear Finance
Total Supply: 10,000,000,000
Audit and Assessment: Certik Audit
$Bear is a token powered by
Polygon, Energy-efficient PoS System

www.blackbearfinance.ca

3.3 TOKENOMICS
Our number one priority is growth and
long-term sustainability. This is why we
incorporated different features that will not
only drive the massive adoption of Black
Bear Finance but make it more sustainable.
Other projects in the crypto industry can
lose their impact on the overall market
due to some factors that will be discussed
below. Black Bear Finance underwent a
thorough analysis of existing features and
found some issues in the tokenomics of
existing projects. In the design of ours, we
have decided to solve them.
•

The token may not have additional utility
or the correct utilities to sustain a longterm solution.
Black Bear Finance believes that a
platform should continuously be
evolving and this is one of the reasons
that the Research and Development
department of the team is always
analyzing new ways to add extra utility
to our Bear Token.
•

One issue that investors notice in
tokenomics of some existing cryptorelated platforms is the lack of
transparency concerning the distribution
of tokens to the team, vesting period,
usage of funds raised in token offerings
like Initial Exchange Offerings, Initial Coin
Offering, or Initial DEX Offering.

LACK OF INTEREST IN TOKEN
Investors no longer see the value of
the token. The crypto market is a highly
competitive one, with thousands of
tokens from different fields trying to
stay afloat and remain in the eyes of
investors and crypto exchanges.
Regularly, a new token is birthed,
meaning that to stand out, it should
possess important utility that continues
to interest investors. If a cryptocurrency
is meant to solely be used to exchange
value, crypto enthusiasts begin to lose
interest over time.

•

ABSENCE OF NEW UTILITY
The token does not add more utility
over time. One thing that successful
tokens have in common is that the
development teams are always building
around them. They are always rolling out
more use cases for their tokens either
by developing the features themselves
or partnering with other leaders in the
space.
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LACK OF TEAM TRANSPARENCY

Black Bear Finance’s team is highly
transparent, communicating with
community members about different
aspects of the Bear Token and the
economy surrounding it.
•

ABSENCE OF PARTNERSHIPS
The expansion of partnerships and
connections seems to reach a plateau.
A token value can be linked to the
partnerships and connections that
the underlying team makes regularly.
Those projects that are known to enter
strategic and beneficial partnerships
with other leaders in the crypto space
and even traditional firms tend to have
valuable tokens. This is because different
platforms are integrating and improving
the demand for the token. Black Bear
Finance understands the importance of
beneficial partnerships and connections
to the value of our native token, Bear
Token.
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•

SCALABILITY ISSUES
The usability of certain blockchains
due to high gas fees (premiums on
transactions) can kick out lower-income
investors.
Some networks are plagued with
scalability issues, meaning that as the
activities on the network increased,
the capacity did not improve in
correspondent percentage. This tends
to drive up gas fees and reduce
transaction speed. New platforms that
are building on such a network may

find it difficult to convince the average
crypto enthusiast to hold their token
or use it in the ecosystem. Black Bear
Finance understands the relationship
between the value of a token and the
condition of the network that it was built.
To address these issues within other
business models we have formulated
an approach that can give Black
Bear Finance a long-term sustainable
ecosystem in which multiple benefits
can be defined for participants in the
project.

BEAR TOKEN SOLUTIONS

05 Ecosystem
Development

01 BEAR Token
The BEAR utility
token provides
value to the
holder through
mechanism.

Growth and adoption will
support ecosystem
development. Play-to-Earn
gaming economy, NFT
marketplace, token utilty,
and DeFi expansion.
04 Conservation
Contribution

02 Reward Users
Yield farming, staking,
play to earn game,
visa card, NFT
marketplace, etc.

03 Staking Integration
Holders will be eligible to lock and
stake their tokens for a higher apy of
passive rewards. A charity Treasury
will be introduced to generate yield
through our staking platform.
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Users get to participate
within the black bear
finance community on
what conservation
organizations we support.
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TOKEN ALLOCATION
IDO

40%

4 Billion

Team/Lockup

15%

1.5 Billion

Ecosystem Rewards

10%

1 Billion

Charity Treasury

5%

0.5 billion

Ecosystem Reserve

20%

2 Billion

Gaming Development

10%

1 Billion

Total Supply

10 Billion

Ecosystem
Reserve
20%

IDO
40%

Gaming
Development
10%

Charity Treasury
5%

Ecosystem
Rewards
10%
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Team/Lockup
15%
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04

WAYS OF INCENTIVIZING
GLOBAL CONTRIBUTION
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Play To
Earn game

Staking
rewards
platform

Community
growth

Merchandise

Proof of Adoption
via blockchain

Conservation NFT
marketplace

Yield Farming

Black Bear
Finance Visa
debit card

Marketing,
education, and
awareness
campaigns.
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4.1 PLAY-TO-EARN GAMING ECOSYSTEM
Black Bear Finance will be launching a
play-to-earn gaming application which
provides a service that incentivizes users
and funds our conservation efforts. The
tokenomics behind our services allow us to
grow, develop, and reward the ecosystem.
Traditional methods of donating to
conservation projects are outdated. We
can mobilize millions of users to indirectly
contribute to preserving and supporting
wildlife ecosystems worldwide.

costumes, and lands. As time elapses
and more games are churned out into
the ecosystem, this may change.
Every in-game asset in our play-toearn platform will be owned by gamers.
Ownership of the assets can be verified
easily because of its reliance on
blockchain technology.
They can decide to use them in the
game, sell them to others in our inhouse NFT Marketplace or trade them.
This GameFi aspect of Black Bear
Finance will reward players of a wide
selection of games, while donating a
percentage of the fees to the charity
wallet.

Integrating cryptocurrency alongside
gameplay is providing people opportunities
to make a significant income in certain
regions of the world. Individuals in these
regions are able to play these game
applications and reach financial security.
Black Bear Finance’s conceptualization
of the Play-to-Earn gaming model will
create a system where players can earn
while enjoying the intriguing gameplay.
As a means of ensuring that people are
absorbed in the game, we will partner
with some of the leaders in the GameFi
ecosystem.

To ensure that gamers remain
interested for a long time, there will
be different levels that people can
scale through, with varying elements.
As people enter a new level, the
percentage of potential rewards
increases drastically.
For those that want to swap their ingame assets for the Bear Token, they
can use our in-house NFT Marketplace or
transfer it to a secondary marketplace
outside the Black Bear Finance
ecosystem. By swapping, community
members will seamlessly make a profit,
and donate to charity at the same time.

The first game released will be designed via
this partnership. In the future, we will allow
community members to create their games,
release them under the umbrella of Black
Bear Finance, and earn in the process.
Below are some of the mechanics that will
make up the Play-to-Earn aspect of our
ecosystem.
•

IN-GAME ASSETS
As a Play-to-Earn platform, people will
interact with different in-game assets.
We will explore different forms such
as avatars, land, costumes, weapons,
gold, tokens, or pets, depending on the
structure of the game. In the first game
that Black Bear Finance will release, the
popular in-game assets will be avatars,
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•

RENTING OF IN-GAME ASSETS
To explore through the twists and turns
in the Black Bear Finance’s Play-to-Earn
ecosystem, people will need in-game
assets. New players can decide to buy
them in the marketplace or rent them
for a period. Those that want extra
income can decide to rent out their
in-game assets like land and avatar for
a period. After the period elapses, the
original owner of the asset reclaims its
possession.
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•

TOURNAMENT FEATURES

The game creator also has to add a
feature that contributes a percentage of
fees to the charity wallet to promote the
conservation activities of nonprofits.
With the Initial Game Offering, game
enthusiasts will be opportune to
purchase in-game items before they hit
the market or become mainstream.

As a way of keeping players engrossed,
there will be a leaderboard system
that ranks different players based on
their strengths and wins. One of the
determining aspects of this will be the
tournament feature. Players will be
allowed to increase their revenue when
they participate in tournaments.
Those that win will have access to
a higher percentage of the pool of
winnings. Anytime we host tournaments
in our ecosystem, it will create a buzz in
the crypto community, attracting people
to participate in the hope of winning.
•

Whenever an IGO is happening,
interested parties will have access to
information about the gaming project
like previews, demos, roadmap, tutorials,
and so on.

INITIAL GAME OFFERINGS
As a community-centric ecosystem,
Black Bear Finance will also incorporate
Initial Game Offerings, allowing game
developers to release their innovations
under our umbrella. Whatever game
that is released has to be in line with our
mission and vision.
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The system of the Initial Game Offering
will come in different formats such as
fixed price, auction, or mystery boxes.
This is dependent on the choice of the
game developer.

•

NATIVE TOKEN: BEAR TOKEN
Under the Black Bear Finance umbrella
exists a GameFi platform, and one of
its elements is our native token, Bear
Token. As a way of driving the massive
adoption and utility of our token, it will be
listed and traded on crypto exchanges.
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4.2 NFT INTEGRATION

4.3 CHARITY TREASURY

Ownership by contribution should be
rewarded. When an individual is supporting
conservation efforts, they should receive the
credit. Let’s encourage more contribution
through rewarding holders and participants.
The NFTs can also serve as a membership
in our community, in which we offer the
owners perks and more value.

Black Bear Finance will allocate 5% of
the tokens to sponsor conservation
organizations on a long-term basis. We
will generate yield through strategic
partnerships via third party lending services
and within our own staking platform. The
process will be guided by the black bear
finance community involvement.

Contributing to our drive to conserve wildlife
and endangered lands will be rewarded
with exclusive NFTs with a high level of
rarity. Holders of this NFT can decide to sell
them on the in-house NFT Marketplace
or secondary Marketplaces like OpenSea.
Those that decide to keep holding theirs
will also have several use cases for them.
Depending on the NFT held, they can also
participate in the Play-to-Earn game. If their
NFT is an in-game asset, they can use it to
navigate through the game environment
and earn more in the process.

The Charity Treasury will be stockpiled from
the transaction fees that are levied on
activities in this platform. Black Bear Finance
has incorporated different features that
will add funds to the Charity Treasury. The
funds will be used to finance the activities
of charity organizations that are focused on
conserving the environment and wildlife. A
major aspect of the Treasury architecture
showcases the different ways that it will be
filled up with the necessary funds. One of
the major issues that nonprofits have is the
presence of limited funding that dries up
before they achieve any tangible milestone.
To prevent this from happening to those
nonprofits that we partner with, we have
created a cycle of income for the Charity
Treasury.

In those cases where the NFT is not an ingame asset, the holder can use it to enjoy
discounts for different features available
in our ecosystem. As a GameFi ecosystem,
we will incorporate NFT staking functionality
in the future, rewarding those that stake
their NFTs. Once this is in the works, it will be
announced to the community.
The NFT can also access exclusive events
and merchandise that are not available to
the public. They can attend virtual events or
offline events hosted by Black Bear Finance.
Holding the NFT will avail people access to
features that are meant for only a select
few.

www.blackbearfinance.ca
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4.4 BLACK BEAR FINANCE VISA DEBIT CARD
Black Bear Finance will integrate a rewards Visa card. A percentage on spending will go back
to the holders while a smaller percentage will be donated to conservation efforts.
By partnering with traditional payment structures like VISA, we will also improve the utility
of the Bear Token. Regular crypto enthusiasts can seamlessly convert their tokens to fiat
currencies and purchase items both on brick and mortar stores, as well as online shops.
Like Bitcoin ATM cards, people will be able to deposit and withdraw the Bear Token with our
customized Bear VISA debit cards.

4.5 STAKING REWARDS
PLATFORM
Black Bear Finance will be outfitted with a
staking rewards platform for both native
token and NFTs. Staking the utility token, Bear
Token, comes with benefits, as the platform
is a Proof-of-Stake network.
Another novel feature that the staking
rewards platform will have is a NFT staking
feature. The NFTs that are interested in the
platform can be staked by their holders to
earn rewards. This is one of the elements
of GameFi that Black Bear Finance is
introducing into the ecosystem.
Staking NFTs means that the holders have
to lock their assets in our protocol to earn
passive rewards, without having to sell their
collection. The common way that people
earn rewards via their NFTs is by selling
them in Marketplaces, meaning they lose
ownership of their assets. Black Bear Finance
is changing this, allowing people to earn
returns without relinquishing the ownership
of their assets.
Once a community member stakes their
NFT, they are eligible to earn rewards in the
form of regular payments. This is a way
of Incentivizing those that hold our NFTs.
The same thing happens to holders of the
Bear Token that decide to stake theirs. In
the case of the native token, staking and
validating of transactions come with perks.
The Validators are rewarded with new
tokens and a part of the transaction fees for
verifying transactions on the network in an
accurate and timely manner.
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NFT staking is currently in its infancy and
only a few platforms like Black Bear Finance
are exploring it. The rewards offered to
NFT stakers are calculated using the
annual percentage yield (APY), which is
a rough estimation of the incentives that
are earmarked. They also depend on the
number of NFTs that are being staked, as
well as the staking duration.
A reason this feature was incorporated
is because of the unique nature of NFTs.
Traditionally, people prefer to hold their NFTs
and speculate, which usually ends in them
selling their assets to earn. Monetization
of NFTs is quite slim before the coming
of the novel concept of NFT staking. It
creates a new opportunity for community
members to monetize the in-game NFTs
and other integrated NFTs on Black Bear
Finance. Doing this will make our platform
more attractive to crypto enthusiasts and
improve the demand for our NFTs since they
have additional utility.
As a realistic platform, we understand that
a major issue of existing NFTs is liquidity.
Sometimes, collectors may end up being
stuck with assets that may not easily sell.
This discourages people from holding
or collecting NFTs. Black Bear Finance
understands the issues that come from this,
and to improve the utility of our NFTs as well
as their liquidity, the staking feature will be
implemented.
Staking your NFT on our platform is as
easy as staking your cryptocurrencies. The
process is seamless and anyone can do it,
regardless of their level of experience in the
space.
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4.6 YIELD FARMING
This is the process of people earning returns
by locking up their tokens for a period, while
the locked tokens are used by the platform
in decentralized finance activities. Some
DeFi protocols lend cryptocurrencies to
people, meaning that they need holders of
idle tokens to lock them for a while to offer
the necessary liquidity. The same thing
happens in decentralized exchanges like
Automated Market Makers.
Black Bear Finance is a platform with
interest in the DeFi and GameFi ecosystem,
while using the funds created during the
aforementioned activities to promote
the conservation of wildlife and the
environment.
We will create a yield farming program to
Incentivize those that lock their tokens with
our protocol for a period of time.
Liquidity providers or yield farmers lock
their tokens in a pool and earn rewards
in the process. Immediately their funds
are injected into the pool, they are given
LP tokens to signify their percentage of
deposits. When liquidity is injected into our
platform, we will use them to lend to crypto
enthusiasts while requesting for collateral.
Borrowers will have to deposit collateral
before they can access the funds. Once
the borrowing period ends, they pay back
the capital and interest, then reclaim their
collateral.

4.7 CONSERVATION NFT
MARKETPLACE
Our conservation NFT marketplace will
be a hub of activities. Apart from gamers
selling their in-game NFTs in this spot,
there are a lot of features that will become
common. When a vetted conservation
nonprofit wants to raise funds to achieve
its goals, it can mint NFTs and sell them
there. Artists that want to donate to charity
can decide to host their NFT events in the
conservation marketplace and donate
proceeds to the nonprofit of their choice.
Different conservation activities will happen
in this hub, and it will sensitize people to the
practice of saving wildlife and endangered
lands.
In the marketplace, sales will be done via
different means like sales of NFTs through
fixed rates or auctions. Virtual auctions of
several pieces will be made by artists with
the intention of donating to charitable
causes.

Yield farmers are rewarded from the interest
paid by the borrowers.
Our yield farming program will be facilitated
by smart contracts that automate the
process.

www.blackbearfinance.ca
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4.8 MERCHANDISE
Exclusive merchandise will be made
available to community members.
Conservation nonprofits can sell their
merchandise to raise funds to achieve their
goals. Black Bear Finance will collaborate
with different designers that are interested
in impacting positively on the environment
and wildlife. As time elapses, some of the
merchandise available to community
members will be made by popular
designers, and proceeds will be distributed
to different
charities.

4.9 COMMUNITY
GROWTH
As a community-centric ecosystem, Black
Bear Finance will invest a lot in creating
strategies and events that improve the
growth of the community. There will be
opportunities for community members to
volunteer in different upcoming nonprofits
partnerships. Those living in regions where
the environment is degraded, wildlife is
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depleting, and endangered lands exist can
partner with nonprofits to make a change.
In the future, we will allow community
members to submit proposals for new
nonprofits that they want us to partner with
in different parts of the globe. Part of our
quest to grow our community is to improve
the awareness of the importance of saving
animals and the environment. Both virtual
and offline events will be held to this effect.

4.10 MARKETING,
EDUCATION, AND
AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS
Black Bear Finance will partner with
nonprofits, media outfits, influencers,
governments, and other stakeholders
to create an education and awareness
campaign concerning the need for
conservation. As more people are
enlightened, it will reduce the power
of erring companies that harm the
environment and wildlife for profit. Marketing
will be one of the tools used to drive the
necessary changes.
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ROADMAP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create Black Bear Finance
Begin IDO marketing
Launchpad Listing
LLC incorporation
Join the Conservation Alliance
Dex listing Uniswap (Polygon)
CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap
submission
Certik Audit
Treasury Corporate Accounts
Create Community Blog
Begin Charity Donations

November
June

•
•

August
June

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Staking Rewards Platform
List on major exchanges
Gaming development
DeFi in the Wild Merchandise

September
December

December
Onwards

•
•
•
•
•
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Announce partnerships
Announce Conservation
organizations we will be
supporting.
Launch Marketing
Campaigns
Develop website utility
Integrate on-ramp
payments

Develop DeFi arm, Yield
Farming
Proof of Adoption NFT
marketplace
Conservation
Sponsorships
Payment integrations
Visa Card development
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PARTNERSHIPS AND ALLIANCES

Announcements to be disclosed throughout 2022 after token launch.
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TEAM INFORMATION
Black Bear Finance is headed by a team of professionals in the area of blockchain technology,
smart grid communications, NFTs and Decentralized Finance. The founders possess the
necessary knowledge and passion to implement changes.

Cole is the founder and CEO of Black Bear Finance. His
background was in social services until his passion for
blockchain and fintech became the dominant focus. Now
he’s dedicated to using blockchain technology to support
conservation.

COLE MORRISON

Roger is the co-founder and COO. Roger founded dTechs
in 2006, which is a Smart Grid and efficiency company that
operates globally. Prior to dTechs, he was an Organized Crime
Sergeant with the Calgary Police Service.

ROGER MORRISON

Ben is an advisor for Black Bear Finance and has experience
in marketing for several other companies. He is also involved
in the music industry and has a passion for crypto and
blockchain technology.

BEN HOWELLS
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CONCLUSION
The Token Holders are our top priority, for they hold the power and potential to drive
change. It’s time to support people interested in contributing to, and creating a world where
sustainability, conservation efforts, and decentralized rewards can fund and establish a
robust, biodiverse and healthy earth. Conventional donation methods can be daunting and
deter many from joining. We provide an easy and ethical path for token holders to create
change.
Black Bear Finance will be the vanguard in hosting an international yield generating platform
that initiates wealth, rewards, and awareness to wildlife preservation.
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DISCLAIMER
This whitepaper is for information purposes only and may be subject to change without prior
notice.
Black Bear Finance does not make or purport to make, and at this moment disclaims any
representation, warranty, or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person,
including any representation, warranty, or undertaking about the accuracy and completeness
of any of the information set out in this whitepaper.
Black Bear Finance accepts no liability for damages, whether consequential or indirectly of
any kind arising from the use, reference, or reliance on the contents of this whitepaper.
This whitepaper may contain references to third-party research, data, and industry
publications. No warranty is given to the accuracy and completeness of this thirdparty information. Neither the third-party data, inferences, or assumptions have been
independently verified.
Prospective purchasers of Black Bear Finance should evaluate all risks and uncertainties
associated with Black Bear Finance, the Public sale, all information set out in this whitepaper,
and any related terms & conditions before purchasingBlack Bear Finance tokens.
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CONTACT INFO
cmorrison@blackbearfinance.ca
contact@blackbearfinance.ca
https://www.blackbearfinance.ca/

